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What explains diversity-policy adoption? Policy
entrepreneurs and advocacy coalitions in two French
cities
Michalis Moutselos

Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity, Göttingen, Germany

ABSTRACT
When it comes to public policies that recognize and accommodate ethnic,
cultural and religious diversity, cities are active and innovative. However,
policy adoption can differ greatly from case to case, with different policy
processes leading to different types of instruments across local contexts. This
paper focuses on two cases from France, a country usually associated with
hostility towards recognizing group-based diversity. In Marseille, there has
been a decades-long consensus around group-based multiculturalism. The
impetus has come from mayors (“policy entrepreneurs”) of both the centre-
left and the centre-right. In Grenoble, the uninterrupted dominance of a
strong left-wing administration has infused diversity policy with more
traditional themes, such as anti-discrimination, universalist participation and
civil-society support in the city’s stigmatized southern neighbourhoods. The
study demonstrates that local-level diversity policy may feature a mix of
multicultural, intercultural and universalist elements, and that tracing local
policy processes can explain puzzling policy outcomes..
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European city administrations are increasingly developing policy instruments
and adopting discourses that target the ethnic, cultural and religious diversity
– henceforth “diversity” – of their populations (see, among others, Flamant
2017; White 2017; Martínez-Ariño et al. 2019). Locally implemented policies
for the recognition, representation and redistribution of resources favouring
previously disadvantaged segments of city populations with a minority back-
ground (Vertovec 2012) are coupled with normative and discursive openings
towards embracing the image of a diverse or inclusive city (Moutselos et al.
2020). On the heels of policy innovation, policy diffusion assumes the form
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of “diversity labels” and networks of “intercultural cities”, “rainbow cities” or
“cities of migration” (for an overview focussing mostly on networks sharing
experiences with integration policies, see Penninx 2015).

Our knowledge about how the introduction of diversity policies takes place
in cities, in other words, how, when and under whose auspices policy change
occurs or how city officials consolidate a diversity policy framework is gradu-
ally becoming more systematic (see, along with special issue, Caponio, Schol-
ten, and Zapata-Barrero 2019). Which diversity policy instruments do local
authorities choose to retain for their cities? What types of urban actors
among local politicians, administration and civil society actors are involved
in their implementation? In addition, as is the case with most policy inno-
vations, the very actors and processes that lead to initial adoption may privi-
lege certain instruments over others; in other words, “diversity policy” may
end up assuming different characteristics in different cities reflecting differen-
tial ideological orientations, local path dependencies and access to power of
different disadvantaged groups. The present paper aims at applying theories
of policy adoption and consolidation in cities to the specific case of diversity
policy, two fields that have rarely been studied together. It also attempts to
situate the empirical analysis of local diversity policy adoption and consolida-
tion in the broader debates about multiculturalism and interculturalism (see
Antonsich 2016; Good 2018).

Empirical investigations of this topic suggest that left-wing and centre-left
city councils are more likely to introduce policies that accommodate diversity
(de Graauw and Vermeulen 2016; Martínez-Ariño et al. 2019 for France),
whether to offer ways to combat discrimination or to represent previously dis-
advantaged groups. However, this view of left-wing politicians as “policy entre-
preneurs” (Mintrom and Norman 2009) for consolidating such policies is
empirically nuanced by the willingness of many centre-right mayors to conso-
lidate the image of their city as diversity-friendly. Alternatively, successful pro-
gressive mayors who do not see the need to change a winning formula by
introducing new policies may opt for inertia or incrementalism. I explore
here two such seemingly counter-intuitive cases from France: the city of Mar-
seille, where the centre-right city hall has woven the recognition of ethno-reli-
gious groups and a “soft” multiculturalism into the fabric of policy and official
discourse; and the city of Grenoble, where one of the historically left-wing
municipal councils in the country has not emphasized the recognition and pro-
motion of group-based diversity, but resorted to other policy frameworks (uni-
versalism, international solidarity, interculturalism) to deal with local diversity.

The lessons drawn from the two case studies are fourfold: First, French
cities can be innovative in dealing with the diversity of their populations
(see also Martínez-Ariño 2018). Second, in terms of local policy process,
French centre-left mayors are likely to instigate change in this field, but the
centre-right can choose to sustain policy innovations initiated by the left.
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This explains the puzzling Marseille case. To be sure, a business-friendly view
of diversity is more likely to appeal to the centre-right and inform discourse
and policy, while social justice for disadvantaged groups may not be
equally emphasized. Third, the centre-left in France may introduce policy
instruments at the local level, which help, de facto, disadvantaged ethnic, reli-
gious and cultural groups, but do not necessarily foreground group-based
diversity as a principle of policymaking. As the example of Grenoble demon-
strates, a strong progressive policy framework – under conditions of an
absence of electoral pressures or a crisis – can develop at the expense of
group-specific policymaking. Fourth and relatedly, as historical institutional-
ists have long argued, local actors are more likely to instigate change when
they face some kind of crisis; in the case of Marseille, it was a political and
social crisis facing the local socialist party in the 1980s, as well as a rise in inter-
ethnic and cultural tensions. Grenoble did not face a similar crisis and the local
left-wing mayors did not prioritize group-based policies to appease inter-
group relations, but incorporated new “diversity actors” (primarily anti-dis-
crimination activists) in a strong, pre-existing network of local associations.

The next section defines the terms of analysis, including a discussion of
diversity policy instruments, and explains in some detail the case selection
and data, before laying out hypotheses drawn from theories of the policy
process. I then test the hypotheses through case studies of the two cities
and finally present conclusions about empirical variation in local diversity pol-
icies and lessons about how they are introduced and consolidated at the
local level.

Research design, data, definitions, and theoretical expectations

There is a well-established scholarly consensus that the French state does
not recognize groups as the target of public policy, a domain reserved for
individual citizens (Simon and Sala Pala 2010, 94–97). However, develop-
ments in the last two decades, such as “positive discrimination” based on
territory (Blanc 2010) and the institutionalization of measures for gender
equality (Bereni 2015) have provided openings for the recognition and res-
titution of group-based demands. In addition, French lawmakers have
passed ever-more sweeping anti-discrimination legislation, which does not
target groups, but prejudices anti-discriminatory actions based on
assumed group characteristics (Fassin 2002). With regard to discourse,
public officials and private actors in France now use the term diversity (diver-
sité) more widely and positively (see Sénac 2012 for a critical overview of
developments). These innovations have resulted from initiatives of several
disparate actors, rather than the introduction of a new, coherent policy para-
digm, but they alter the image of a monolithic “republican” model in French
policy-making.
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The research design in this paper operates at two levels, the national and
the sub-national. As already noted, France is itself a “least-likely” country case
for diversity policy (Rohlfing 2012, 84–88), because it has traditionally been
associated with policies ignoring group-based differences. Within France, Gre-
noble and Marseille are, at least at first sight, two “least-likely cases” for
observed policy outcomes because the right-wing city hall in Marseille has
implemented group-based policy instruments, while the left-wing city hall
in Grenoble has not prioritized such policy instruments. As a comparative
case study of subnational variation within one country, the paper aims to
highlight local-level processes in policymaking, while holding national-level
factors constant; as a congruence analysis of two cases with surprising
policy outcomes (Blatter and Haverland 2012, 27–29), it seeks to contribute
to hypothesis-testing and an improvement of available explanatory frame-
works regarding the introduction of diversity policies in cities. The data
used in this article stem from resorting to diverse sets documents, such as pol-
itical memoires, official statements, reports/announcements issued by the city
hall and civil society actors in the two cities, municipal council minutes, local
and national newspaper reports and secondary literature on local political his-
tories. The author also conducted field research and semi-structured inter-
views with politicians, urban planners and civil society representatives in
Marseille in June-July 2013. In terms of comparability, Marseille and Grenoble
both feature large immigrant populations (around 15 per cent foreign-born in
the early-2010s, and above the national average),1 a large percentage of
which originated from former French colonies in Africa. There is therefore a
“functional need” for introducing new programmes and practices (Dobbin,
Kim, and Kalev 2011, 387) based on local demographics. Diversity in Marseille
is deemed more visible than in Grenoble, because higher shares of immigrant-
origin populations from former French colonies inhabit its city centre and
because the port city has historically received large migratory waves (Mitchell
2011). However, it is not clear why this visibility should lead to the explicit
endorsement of diversity policies or discursive nods towards “communities”
– many similarly “diverse” municipalities in Southern France or in the Paris
region have not opted for explicitly pro-diversity policy frameworks.

Public diversity policies, which provide a common thread for this special
issue, can be defined as “policy instruments aiming to adjust the public
administration and its services to a heterogeneous population and to publicly
acknowledge the sociocultural diversity of the population” (Martínez-Ariño
et al. 2019, 2). They serve to provide the redistribution of resources, recog-
nition of presence, representation in government and provision of public
goods that redresses the handicaps historically weighing down certain
groups, for instance ethnic, religious and racial minorities, but also sexual min-
orities (Eisenberg and Kymlicka 2011; Vertovec 2012). At the level of cities this
means, in concrete terms and for the purposes of the analysis here policies
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that combine material and discursive elements, such as training and recruit-
ment for the city administration in a way that takes the increasing diversity
of the population into account; formal or informal quota rules for the city
council; city hall funding for associations explicitly promoting diversity; estab-
lishing anti-discrimination offices; the public recognition of previously disad-
vantaged groups in speeches/public statements, festivals and public spaces.

These policy instruments have been selected because they serve the
broader policy functions of administration, service provision, representation
and recognition (see also Martínez-Ariño et al. 2019). They complement
each other, but may be introduced in waves and implemented gradually.
They combine elements of group-based multiculturalism, for instance in
terms of targeted recruitment at the local administration, or recognition in
public spaces, but they also include “intercultural” policy instruments, for
instance in promoting broader diversity training, protecting rights of individ-
uals of diverse backgrounds and providing opportunities for interaction in
public spaces, for instance in festivals and inter-religious forums (see Anton-
sich 2016). It is, however, important that such policies are explicitly targeting
individuals or groups on the basis of ethnic, religious or otherwise diverse cul-
tural background, so any redistributive policies (for instance through school-
ing, transportation or housing policy) that have an indirect impact on these
segments of the populations are not included in the analysis here. Further-
more, my focus is on policies that fall under the competences of city admin-
istrations and do not simply reflect the implementation of national laws and
directives.

French cities are increasingly interested in such policies. In 2011 a study
conducted in twelve large cities (Marseille and Grenoble were not included)
showed that many French mayors actively engage in some kind of diversity
policy-making, as defined and operationalized above. For instance, they
appoint adjunct mayors in charge of a related portfolio, take actions to
combat discrimination, organize events that inform citizens about diversity
issues, and help religious associations in their handlings with the city admin-
istration (although no funding is provided) (Association des Maires de grandes
villes de France 2011). This trend is particularly visible in cities that are histori-
cally left-wing or have had a progressive mayor for a long period, such as
Rennes, Lille, Lyon, Montpellier and Nantes (Bereni and Epstein 2015; Martí-
nez-Ariño 2018; Flamant this special issue). Many of them have adopted a
specific strategic choice to present themselves as “diversity-friendly”.

Why would French cities innovate in the diversity field? A canonical litera-
ture on the policy process offers explanations for the adoption (or lack
thereof) and eventual consolidation of diversity policies. The “multiple
streams” theory of policy change (Kingdon [1984] 1995) introduces the idea
of the “policy entrepreneur” who aligns a problem stream – a specific
interpretation of an existing problem in the public realm –, the policy
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stream – concrete policy instruments that offer a solution –, and the politics
stream – the political coalition necessary to implement policy change. In
the case of diversity policies in French cities, the empirical implication is
that progressive activist mayors with disproportionate agenda-setting
power act as the “policy entrepreneurs”, exploiting windows of opportunity
to “surf” on a salient problem and provide their preferred policy solutions
(Boscarino 2009). Policy entrepreneurs are also likely to introduce new
policy paradigms by turning their cities into nodes of “policy diffusion” from
other cities or levels of government (Berry and Berry [2007] 2018). Indeed,
French mayors are generally regarded to be powerful compared to their Euro-
pean counterparts, and studies of local policy-making show that they are
instrumental in agenda-setting and problem-definition (Borraz 1998; Cadiou
2013). In the cases of Marseille and Grenoble, we should observe activist
mayors initiating change in the former, and the absence thereof leading to
policy stasis in the latter.

An alternative framework for explaining policy outcomes is the “advocacy
coalition” framework (Sabatier and Weible 2007), which emphasizes the
shared core beliefs of coalitions of actors, often described as “subsystems”.
These coalitions are relatively stable over time and the opinions of actors
forming them are homogeneous, but they are also rather autonomous from
political decision makers. Policymaking is thus fragmented and relies on
specialized information these actors possess, while policy change is incremen-
tal, requiring shifts in deeply entrenched beliefs or external imposition (Pierce
et al. 2017, 16–18). The advocacy coalition framework does not allow as much
room for opportunistic behaviour on the part of powerful actors (like mayors
in the context of cities) as the multiple streams framework. To the extent that
city-level policymaking in France has evolved towards a model of fragmented
governance through differentiated policy networks (as argued in Le Galès
2001), the advocacy coalition framework seems fitting for explaining the
incremental adoption or even absence of diversity policy instruments, as we
see in Grenoble. It can also mean, however, that right-wing mayors refrain
from major policy changes against core tenets of an entrenched advocacy
coalition.

A third explanatory framework of the policy process focuses more on the
pace of change and less on the actors responsible for it. Punctuated equili-
brium theory (Baumgartner and Jones 2010) posits that policy adoption
happens in short periods of rapid change, after a long period of inertia in
which existing institutions and policy actors have exercised policy modifi-
cations only incrementally, if at all. When change does happen, it is
because pre-existing “policy images” and “policy venues” are challenged
under the weight of cumulative “positive feedback” for alternative policy fra-
meworks; at the same time, the attention of main actors turns to the issue for a
brief period where rapid change becomes possible. A related idea is that of a
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critical juncture (Capoccia and Kelemen 2007) whereby choices of individual
actors in relatively short periods of time have great consequences for the
choices available to future actors. Punctuated equilibrium theory can be
complementary to the two aforementioned frameworks in explaining policy
change (in this case the adoption of diversity policies). Punctuated equilibria
or critical junctures, for instance, during a major local crisis, provide openings
for policy entrepreneurs and initiate rapid learning for advocacy coalitions.

To summarize the empirical implications for the study of diversity policies
in the two puzzling cases of Marseille and Grenoble: actors initiating drastic
policy change are likely to be entrepreneurial, progressive mayors (Marseille),
while members of an established “advocacy coalition”, are likely to avoid
major policy shifts and pick policy instruments that conform to established
core policy ideas (Grenoble). With regard to the pace of change and adoption
of diversity policy instruments, they are likely to accelerate following a “punc-
tuated equilibrium” or “critical juncture”, when structural and institutional
conditions are in flux, creating an opening for the kind of progressive, pro-
diversity mayor who is likely to promote a corresponding pro-diversity
policy agenda.

Marseille: city-hall directed multiculturalism

The Southern port city of Marseille is well-known for publicly embracing the
diversity of its population and as a historical meeting point of people of
various origins (Mitchell 2011; Ambrosini and Boccagni 2015; Downing
2015). In terms of specific policies and discursive openings initiated by the
city hall towards the diversity of its population, one can single out theMarseille
Espérance, a city-hall-led initiative that gathers religious leaders to diffuse ten-
sions in times of local or national crisis, as well as the sculpture monuments
associated with it featured in the city’s public spaces; a relatively robust pres-
ence of council representatives of immigrant origin explicitly courting a “com-
munity vote” already since 1989; public city hall support over the years for the
building of a Marseille mosque; several discursive nods to the benefits of
diversity in Marseille by mayors and local politicians, as well as references
to its cosmopolitan past and the city’s “communities”. In 2013, in an
example of many references to local diversity over the years, centre-Right
mayor Jean-Claude Gaudin, wrote that “Marseille is the city of diversity. A
diversity that is cultural, ethnic, religious. Our co-citizens experience it daily
in a spirit of openness and dialogue. It is an opportunity and an advantage
for our city”.2

Urban actors from Marseille publicly and consistently mention its diversity,
multiculturalism, welcoming culture and ability to mix populations of different
origins as one of the city’s relative strengths. It is also notable that the city’s
local prosecutors regularly inform Marseille’s religious leaders of judicial
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investigations of racist incidents, a portfolio to which French anti-racist and
anti-discrimination groups usually enjoy privileged access.3 Municipal policy-
making with specific communities as targets is also reflected in mobilization
before elections. If Cesare Mattina has convincingly demonstrated the selec-
tion of Armenian and Jewish candidates to represent their groups in Marseille
politics over decades (Mattina 2016, 238–246), there is evidence that such
practices have been gradually extended to the city’s African and Muslim com-
munities. Comorian candidates on the Left and the Right have explicitly cam-
paigned for the Comorian vote, the most recent and perhaps poorest
immigrants to arrive in Marseille in the last decades (Baquey 2013). So-
called “Muslim candidates” have also been included in electoral lists of both
Left and (centre-) Right parties at increasing rates over the last twenty
years. Their campaigns have explicitly targeted the needs of the city’s
Muslims often in relation to the Grand Mosque project, even though the exist-
ence of a meaningful Muslim voting bloc remains disputed (Geisser and Kel-
faoui 2001; Lorcerie and Geisser 2011, 228–236).

The city of Marseille thus exercises diversity policy using several of the
policy instruments mentioned in the introduction: it recognizes the impor-
tance of diversity in the city population and allows for the participation and
representation of ethnic and religious groups at the municipal council, as
well as other policy fora. As we shall see, in some detail later in this section,
the city also provides extensive funding for ethnic and religious associations.
How did such explicit group-based diversity policy come about? The insti-
tutional breakthrough that Espérance exemplified, as well as other related
policy innovations can be traced back to a crisis in the 1970s and early
1980s that had stigmatized the city nationally as a hotbed of racism. Incidents
that contributed to this trend were several murders of North-African workers,
the bombing of the Algerian consulate resulting in four dead and several
injured, vandalisms against Jewish establishments and cemeteries and the
rise of the local Front National (Lorcerie and Geisser 2011, 253–256). In
addition to what could be described as a postcolonial crisis, the city was
going through a severe economic downturn that saw the clientelist system
of the septuagenarian Socialist mayor Gaston Defferre unravel (Peraldi and
Samson 2013, 81–91).

In this context, Robert-Paul Vigouroux, a relative outsider in Marseille poli-
tics, was able to form a new political alliance that included progressive left-
wing and centrist politicians. He was first elected mayor under the banner
of the Socialist party succeeding Defferre who died in office in 1986, and
then was reelected as an independent candidate in 1989. With regard to
managing the ethnic, cultural and religious diversity of the population and
besides founding Marseille Espérance in 1990, Vigouroux made explicit over-
tures to the city’s religious and immigrant organizations, in an effort to
replace Defferre’s politics of clientelistic favouritism with elements from the
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city’s civil society. In his book outlining his vision as mayor, Vigouroux expli-
citly endorsed ethnic community associations for purposes of swift inte-
gration of immigrants into the French society and called France a
“multicultural society”. He concluded that “the role of elected officials is to
give them [associations of foreigners] a chance to build bridges with one
another” (Vigouroux 1991, 114–116). Vigouroux also specifically addressed
ethnic and religious communities qua minorities, as opposed to as transient
immigrants, transforming them into actors in the local political process. He
argued publicly that his electoral lists reflected community-based represen-
tation and named a cabinet official as responsible for relations with the Mar-
seille “communities” (Cesari 1994, 72–73).

Vigouroux’ activism in institutionalizing group-based policies and a discur-
sive multiculturalism shows that Marseille’s present policies originated from a
left-wing political coalition, as is commonly thought (Martínez-Ariño et al.
2019). Marseille’s early adoption of a multiculturalist policy framework is
also explained by combining the punctuated-equilibrium and “multiple-
streams” theories of policy change. The severe community-relations and econ-
omic crises that overwhelmed the city during the decade leading up to his
mayoral term can be described as a classic “problem stream” to which Vigour-
oux proposed the “policy stream” of community recognition and group-based
representation as a solution. Acting as an innovative policy entrepreneur he
presented the crisis of clientelism in the city as an opportunity for privileging
civil society, in which ethnic communities and their associations played an
organic part. His progressive coalition succeeded in aligning the problem
and proposed solution with the “politics stream” by directly challenging the
candidate supported by the Socialists in 1989 and eventually carrying the
municipal elections.

When the centre-Right candidate Jean-Claude Gaudin beat Vigouroux and
the Socialist-party candidate in 1995 to become the new mayor, he faced a
dilemma between dismantling the multiculturalist framework of his predeces-
sor and continuing it with some revisions that would befit his more conserva-
tive coalition. A previous agreement with Front National regional councillors
made it plausible that Gaudin would steer city politics towards the right,
under pressure from Marseille’s ever-strong extreme Right.4 Perhaps the real
puzzle is why Gaudin opted for a more centrist path in his relations with Mar-
seille’s communities and retained the policies, discourse and institutions of his
predecessor. Indeed, the centre-right mayor endorsed and presided over Espér-
ance, placed candidates of immigrant origin on his electoral lists, supported
Marseille’s Grand Mosque (which was eventually not completed for lack of
financing), funded public parades celebrating the city’s diversity (such as the
parade Marsilia in 1999), and adopted the discourse of community coexistence
and multiculturalism, as the quote in this section’s opening paragraph demon-
strates (see also Gastaut 2003; Lorcerie and Geisser 2011, 58).
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Gaudin’s retention of diversity policies can be explained through the prism
of the advocacy coalition framework. Not facing a crisis similar to the one that
brought Vigouroux to power, Gaudin operated with the pre-existing, estab-
lished actors/policy networks in this field he inherited from his predecessor
(in this case, Marseille’s religious and ethnic community leaders). Acting
within this policy framework, Gaudin opted for incremental changes, rather
than a complete overhaul in what can be described as an example of “para-
digmatic pragmatism” (Schiller 2015): he cultivated personal relations with
the representatives or the regional council of Muslim faith (CRCM) and pro-
vided its offices at Marseille’s city centre, partly in order to combat the
extreme fragmentation among the city’s Muslims. Gaudin’s city hall also con-
tinued to distribute funds for ethnic and cultural associations in many of Mar-
seille’s neighbourhoods, leading to a sort of community-based clientelism
(Moore 2001). One can argue that Gaudin added new policy framings of diver-
sity and new actors to pre-existing policy networks, which suited his coalition
better, but did not alter the core tenets of the pro-diversity advocacy coalition
formed during the Vigouroux years. Besides moderate Catholic leaders that
supported the initiatives of religious dialogue and funding implicitly targeting
religious groups, the local centre-Right in Gaudin’s coalition courted pro-
business networks that sought to benefit from the image of a multicultural
metropolis. As a result, large projects aiming at revitalizing the city, such as
the reconstruction of a neighbourhood near the port and the candidacy for
the European capital of culture, and tourist campaigns aimed at wealthy inter-
national visitors made specific references to the dynamism stemming from
the city’s diversity and multiculturalism.5

This kind of policy, which combines preferential treatment for ethno-reli-
gious groups and a commercial use of the diversity discourse is not without
critics. In a masterful treatment of urban clientelism in Marseille, Mattina
(2016, 238–290) has argued that the city hall practices a very uneven distri-
bution of symbolic and material resources among these recognized commu-
nities. On one side there are winners: Armenians, Jews and the French
repatriated from Algeria, who receive recognition, political support and sub-
sidies; and on the other side there are clear losers, namely the Maghrebi
and Comorian communities. In addition, an implicit group-based attribution
of social housing leads to spatial segregation in the city. In 2013 the
adjunct mayor in charge of municipal policies against exclusion blamed “cli-
entelist policies inherited from past administrations” for the geographic con-
centration of populations of non-European immigrant origin in Marseille’s
13th, 14th, 15th and 16th arrondissements.6 Mattina, his critique of the distri-
butive outcomes of such policies notwithstanding, confirms that municipal
practices with regard to funding ethnic and religious associations lead to a
further “hardening” of ethnic groups in Marseille (2017, 283–288, see also
Césari 1993, 90–92).
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In addition, Marseille mayors explicitly use group-based “diversity” policy
and in particular Espérance for social control, that is, to avoid conflicts (often
of a violent nature) between members of the city’s communities, for instance
in the wake of the 2005 Paris attacks. Thus diversity policy is in this case con-
sidered as preventative and contributing to peace, reflecting the more
extreme circumstances in which the policy framework was first adopted by
Robert Vigouroux. At the same time, and in comparison to other French
cities, the city of Marseille does not have consolidated policies that combat
individual instances of racism and discrimination through training of city
officials, administrators of the politique de la ville, educators and municipal
police on related issues.7 Anti-discrimination measures are, of course, one
important dimension of diversity policies, if perhaps the most conventional
and least innovative, with their emphasis on individual cases, they are less
suited for a group-based policy framework, such as the one practiced in Mar-
seille. The pro-diversity policy framework is very different in the case of
Grenoble.

Grenoble: a progressive city with a conservative approach to
diversity

Grenoble, a prosperous city at the foot of the French Alps, is well-known in
France as a bastion of progressive politics and prides itself in a long-standing
democratic socialist tradition, starting in the 1960s with iconic mayor Hubert
Dubedout (Frappat and Dubedout 2016). The progressive coalition of Greno-
ble has historically combined the clout of economically outward middle-class
professionals, non-Communist trade unions and “new left” ecologists, in what
is known as the “Grenoble model” or “myth” (Bruneteau 1998). The city’s
emphasis on high-technology innovation and its dynamism can be contrasted
with Marseille’s long-term struggles with economic stagnation. Consequently,
the city has not faced a crisis of economic or inter-ethnic tensions similar to
Marseille.

Interestingly, the city’s narrative of success does not encompass ethnic, reli-
gious or cultural diversity, the recognition of communities or group-based
policymaking, as it does in Marseille. As I show below, Grenoble’s urban
actors have been very cautious to mention ethnic or cultural mixing as a
source of the city’s dynamism and focus instead on its innovation-driven
economic prosperity, geographic location, and strong network of local associ-
ations. No specific initiative like the Marseilles Espérance has emerged as the
focal point of community relations in the city. Diversity, when it appears in
official discourse, is typically described as a synonym for the international
outlook of the city’s companies and universities, in a standard reiteration of
the business case for diversity that focuses on skills and creative lifestyle
(Florida 2005; Page 2007).
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Mayoral speeches and programmatic statements from Grenoble’s recent
past have similarly lacked discursive nods to diversity, indicating that succes-
sive progressive mayors have not acted as policy entrepreneurs in this new
field. For instance, Eric Piolle, the mayor elected in 2014 under the banner
of a Left-Green coalition that seems peculiar to Grenoble’s progressive politics,
devoted no words to specific ethnic or religious communities of the city, the
diversity of its population and instruments to recognize or represent it in his
120 programmatic positions. The programme was otherwise full of innovative
ideas about local democracy, environmental sustainability and the duties of
councillors vis-à-vis their citizens.8 Piolle’s predecessor wrote an entire book
about his legacy as a twenty-year-long Socialist mayor of Grenoble; the
book is marked by a similar absence of any references to diversity or
ethnic-religious communities (Destot 2015). This absence is all the more strik-
ing, if, as already noted in the introduction, one considers the relatively high
numbers of immigrants in the city that are comparable to Marseille (16 per
cent in 2013, with about half of them of North- and Sub-Saharan African
origin).

Along with the absence of discursive or symbolic overtures towards the
diversity of the population, and in contrast with Marseille, Grenoble’s political
factions also do not mobilize the “community vote”. To be sure, many coun-
cillors of African origin have been elected to the city council over the years,
but there is no evidence of explicit mobilization or publicly stated represen-
tation of specific ethnic or religious communities. The public biographies of
present and former councillors with non-European immigrant background
paint the picture of a progressive city council with a high emphasis on
classic left-wing themes, like social and international solidarity. Some
examples that stand out are: Salima Djidel (progressive activist), Sonia
Yassia (responsible for the realization of small-size projects in the Villeneuve
neighbourhood), Sadok Bouzaiene (former political exile from Tunisia) and
the former council in charge of fighting discrimination, Linda El-Haddad
(director of Grenoble’s SOS-Racisme branch).9 Still, in their biographies and
other public interventions these immigrant-origin councillors do not claim
to represent a specific ethnic/religious group, unlike their Marseille
counterparts.

The silence surrounding multiculturalism in Grenoble can also be observed
in a recent special issue of the municipal magazine, entitled “Grenoble: place
of welcome” (terre d’accueil). In the text, an initial emphasis on “internationa-
lization since the great industrial migrations” quickly shifts to the present
international orientation of the city for foreign students and researchers.10

The North-African populations of the city are celebrated exclusively in connec-
tion with earlier generations who arrived in the 1960s to build the venues of
the Winter Olympic Games. Tellingly, in a 2008 speech named “Solidarity in a
multicultural society” in Grenoble, former Minister of Culture Catherine Tasca
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recognized the importance of past immigration from Italy and the Maghreb
for the city, but tied local practices of intercultural exchange to more conven-
tional neighbourhood policies (for instance in the neighbourhood of Ville-
neuve) and the cultural offerings at the Maison de la Culture.11

Tasca’s comments are symptomatic of a general pattern: diversity policy in
Grenoble is inflected through established, progressive policy frameworks that
emphasize non-discrimination, solidarity and, to a lesser extent intercultural
exchange. Gradual introduction of diversity policy instruments rests on an
entrenched advocacy coalition that consists, as a first part, of members of
the local administration involved in policy fields presumed of direct impor-
tance to immigrants and their descendants (for instance, cultural or housing
policy). If Marseille officials and civil society actors openly consider problems
and solutions in their city as inter-communal, their counterparts in Grenoble
are concerned about the social segregation in their city, exacerbated by fea-
tures of its urbanistic characteristics. The Southern suburbs, including the
aforementioned Villeuneuve neighbourhood, suffer from socio-spatial
inequality and a sense of lack of security. They are targets of city-level and
national “politique de la ville” and combine high unemployment rates, a
large share of persons of immigrant origin (in some of them surpassing 30
per cent) and a large percentage of social housing units. Therefore, Grenoble
should not be considered an interethnic heaven. In many ways, the city has
not escaped the nation-wide pattern of tensions in its banlieues: in 2005,
2010 and 2019 riots erupted between the police and local youth following
perceived police brutalities.

There is, in addition to established politique de la ville actors, a second part
of Grenoble’s established advocacy coalition that pushes for gradual change
in the local diversity policy framework: anti-racism or anti-discrimination
associations. Their centrality among the city’s urban actors and strong ties
with the city hall would make it misleading to characterize Grenoble as
neglectful of diversity issues. In particular, policy instruments with regard to
anti-discrimination are abundant. Grenoble’s adjunct mayor of Equality of
Rights is in charge of overseeing actions and policies against racism in the
city, while the administration has, over the years, harmonized its approach
against discrimination with other regional and national state actors, such as
the Défenseur des Droits.12 By way of comparison, Marseille only instituted
an adjunct mayor responsible for anti-discrimination in 2014, following a
well-publicized campaign by the Representative Council of Black Associations
(CRAN).13 Grenoble has also always been at the forefront of progressive causes
with regard to asylum-seekers, refugees and undocumented immigrants.
Many associations advocating the rights of such groups are funded by the
city hall and house in the House of Associations (Maison des Associations). Gre-
noble has additionally strived to integrate its immigrant population, especially
those without formal rights, into municipal governance structures. In the spirit
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of civic universalism and intercultural exchange, it encouraged, already since
2000, the participation of foreign residents in neighbourhood councils, coor-
dinated pro-immigrant associations in the follow-up of the 2015 asylum crisis
and created a mentorship programme for the city’s irregular migrants.14

Otherwise, the city hall provides brochures and other public documents in
a number of languages and has funded, according to the municipal magazine,
as many as 110 African organizations for activities “that resonated with
current events”.15

Summarizing, one can argue that Grenoble’s municipal council followed a
strategy that emphasized anti-discrimination measures and the support of
associations dedicated to the issue of racism, discrimination, universalist
“equality of treatment”. The municipal councillor responsible for the “fight
against discrimination and for Human Rights”, Linda El Haddad, constituted
a municipal plan in 2010, with the 3-pronged goal of training municipal
employees, providing help to Grenoble citizens that were victims of discrimi-
nation and funding the relevant associations.16 In this sense, Grenoble is a
good example of the process of institutionalizing and prioritizing anti-dis-
crimination policies at the city level and across various municipal policy
fields (employment, housing, schooling, culture) as described by Debenedetti
(2018, 141–172). It is no coincidence that in 2015 the city applied to obtain a
“Diversity Label”, in an effort to gain outside recognition of its initiatives in the
field of anti-discrimination.

Through the prism of these established policy frameworks (politique de la
ville, anti-discrimination policies) that incorporate aspects of the city’s diver-
sity, but do not challenge core tenets of longstanding advocacy coalitions,
the Grenoble case is no longer puzzling. In the absence of any major crisis,
the city has continued to do what it is famous for – namely progressivism
through strong neighbourhood-level associations, but with no elevated privi-
leged role for ethnic or religious community representatives. Take for instance
the central role assigned by the city hall to the Consultative Council of Foreign
Residents of Grenoble (CCREG) and the Observatory of Discriminations and
Intercultural Areas (ODTI). These associations are mentioned by Grenoble
urban actors as key representatives of the interests of immigrant populations
and their names appear regularly in coordinating initiatives of the city hall.17

Their founding can be traced back to the rich associational milieu of the city,
and they have enjoyed full support of the city hall. Their expansion of duties
happened gradually and in the follow up of external crises (such as the recent
refugee crisis) to which the city responded with a typical call for solidarity.
Their character fits better with a policy framework that emphasizes universal
rights to participation (CCREG) and intercultural understanding (ODTI), as prin-
ciples of living in local diversity, but avoids group-based advocacy.

When Grenoble did experience an internal crisis, which could have been
construed as a “problem stream” of inter-communal relations, the Grenoble
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mayors, the possible instigators of entrepreneurial innovation, turned, again,
to established policy frameworks and networks to offer solutions. In July 2010
the suburb of Villeneuve was affected by three days of violent rioting, follow-
ing the death of a local youth who had been chased by the police. The event
assumed national importance because of a speech by the then President
Nicolas Sarkozy (heretofore cited as the divisive “Grenoble speech”) who
tied the riots to failures of immigration and integration. The response of the
then Socialist mayor Destot avoided a security-based approach or any
mention of group-based local grievances, but was otherwise typical of well-
established policy solutions of the French Socialist party nationally and
locally. His team devised a 3-year plan for Villeneuve promising more local
jobs, more money for neighbourhood associations, a plan for urban renova-
tion and more policing. The plan included no policy considerations for
mending local community relations or local perceptions of discriminatory
state institutions, such as the police.18 The city hall document actually
reflected the positions and policy frames of local associations from the Ville-
neuve associational milieu, the latter having officially demanded more
funding for their existing neighbourhood activities (“education”, “dialogue
with the youth”, “living together”) in a “white book” towards the mayor.19

Discussion and conclusions

The comparison between municipal policymaking in Marseille and Grenoble
with regard to ethnic, religious and cultural diversity reveals two different
approaches in how these types of policies are introduced and consolidated.
Marseille’s multiculturalism features an entrepreneurial mayor, Robert-Paul
Vigouroux, who introduced principles of community/group-based policymak-
ing in a moment of crisis; and a second mayor, Jean-Claude Gaudin, who
inherited this policy framework and adapted it to the needs of his electoral
coalition. Thus, despite the persistence of inequalities among ethno-religious
groups, diversity recognition and representation in Marseille can be described
as more group-based, top-down, explicit in terms of symbolic recognition,
and, geared towards inter-communal peace. Ethnic and religious associations
are major interlocutors with policymakers and members of the city council act
as community representatives. During the initial phase of policy adoption (the
Vigouroux period) the Marseille case fits better the punctuated equilibrium
and multiple streams framework; during the later phase of policy consolida-
tion under Gaudin the advocacy coalition framework better explains policy
continuity and the less radical innovations introduced to the city’s commu-
nity-based multiculturalism.

Grenoble, on the other hand, has, for a long time, featured progressive
mayors, such as Michel Destot and Éric Piolle, who inherited a robust, uninter-
rupted city tradition of policymaking based on a neighbourhood-level,
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progressive civil society. Innovations in the field of ethnic, cultural and reli-
gious diversity have been incremental and introduced as additions to the
pre-existing associational milieu of the city. Local associations and experi-
enced local policymakers in the fields of the politique de la ville and anti-dis-
crimination policy are the major actors in local networks of policy-making.
In the meantime, the lack of any crisis in inter-communal relations has pre-
vented radical shifts, such as the introduction of group-based policy or discur-
sive multiculturalism. The kind of incremental change within established left-
wing policy networks in Grenoble fits better the advocacy coalition frame-
work. This incrementalism has not prevented the city from positioning itself
at the vanguard of pro-refugee and anti-racism or anti-discrimination
struggles and from adopting less group-specific diversity policy instruments,
such as diversity training.

The article has broader implications for the study of the policy process in
the field of diversity policy in cities. It shows that diversity policy instruments
can look very different depending on whether group-based demands and
representation are recognized as the basis of public discourse and public
policy (as is the case in Marseille). Alternatively, municipal policy may be
based on broader principles of solidarity and anti-discrimination; in which
case intermediation with the city hall and representation of diversity may
materialize through more established channels among the city administration
or through a progressive associational milieu (as is the case in Grenoble).
Differing diversity policies in the two cities demonstrate empirically how mul-
ticultural and intercultural policies work at the local level (Good 2018; Zapata-
Barrero and Cantle 2019). Grenoble’s approach can be thought of as a combi-
nation of traditional civic universalism and interculturalism, because the city
does not target specific groups, but provides spaces, resources and opportu-
nities for the protection against discrimination and for the expression of inter-
cultural understanding at the neighbourhood level. Marseille, on the other
hand, has adopted more of an openly multicultural approach, even if some
of its initiatives can be considered intercultural (for instance, the city
parades, and the interaction among religious leaders in the context of Mar-
seille Espérance). As already noted, the two cities do not constitute “ideal
types”: anti-discrimination measures are more developed in Grenoble, while
Marseille’s centre-right ruling coalition often uses local multiculturalism prag-
matically, to promote an image of a globally open city (see Schiller 2015, 1126
for a similar analysis). In any case, it is fascinating that such empirical variation
is found in a country like France, with its supposedly monolithic approach to
citizenship-based public policy. The article also argues that local policy frame-
works are “sticky”, as has long been argued by scholars studying national-level
policy frameworks. A centre-right mayor, such as Jean-Claude Gaudin, found it
more convenient to continue rather than dismantle the apparatus in the field
of diversity, created by his predecessor. Similarly, Grenoble mayors are
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constrained to consult and cooperate with powerful established actors in the
city administration and civil society, and the policy outcomes reflect these
constraints.

Notes
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